WELCOME TO KALINGA!

THE ANCESTRAL DOMAIN
OF THE WARRIORS!
Province of Kalinga At A Glance

Area: 3,164.4sq.km
Capital: Tabuk
Number of Municipalities: 8
Number of Barangays: 152 WITH 54 ILI
Total Population (As of May 2000): 174,023
Household Population (As of May 2000): 173,352
Number of Households (As of May 2000): 30,450
Average Household Size (As of May 2000): 5.69
Population Density (As of May 2000): 57 per sq.km
KALINGA MISSION FOR INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES AND YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, INC. (KAMICYDI)

DONATO B. BUMACAS
Executive Director (ED)
WHO WE ARE...

• KAMICYDI is an Indigenous Peoples Organization (IPO)
• Organized by indigenous peoples themselves on November 27, 1984
• Registered as non-stock, non-profit, developmental corporation at the SEC on November 4, 1996.
WHAT DEVELOPMENT MODEL DO WE PRACTICE

INDIGENOUS PRACTICES FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (IPSCODE):

- People-Culture-Nature are one
- People as the CENTER of development
- Use Traditional Knowledge & Indigenous Knowledge Systems
WHAT WE DO...

1. POLICY ADVOCACY, COMMUNITY ORGANIZING & CONSTITUENCY BUILDING

2. PEACE BUILDING, HUMAN RIGHTS & SELF-DETERMINATION

3. POVERTY REDUCTION & BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

4. CULTURE SURVIVAL AND TK/IKS MAINSTREAMING

5. LOCAL CAPACITY AND PARTNERSHIP BUILDING
SUSTAINABLE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY (SIPAT)

- Is an environment and peoples friendly
- Proven successful IP technology since time immemorial that had been effective in
  (1) providing enough food for the Kalinga indigenous peoples
  (2) and at the same time promoting mountain biodiversity!
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PROGRAM COMPONENTS
Increased social asset e.g. face value

Increased financial resources

Build our capacity and track record
> 7-54 Ili or indigenous communities protecting the Forest
FOREST ENHANCEMENT

• > 3,600 to 18,000 endemic trees being planted in the forest
• > 5,400 to 27,000 trees planted in the grassland
WATERSHED MAINTENANCE AND AGROFORESTATION

• > 90-135 WATERSHEDS WERE MAINTAINED & PROTECTED
ARA OR INDIGENOUS COMMUNAL IRRIGATION SYSTEM REHABILITATION AND CONSTRUCTION

- > 108-144 IRRIGATIONS WERE REHABILITATED
- > 36-54 NEWLY CONSTRUCTED
RICE TERRACES REHABILITATION AND CONSTRUCTION

• > 117-162 HECTARES OF RICE TERRACES REHABILITATED
• > 45-81 HECTARES NEWLY CONSTRUCTED
OUR IMPACT ON THE LIFE OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

> 1,800-18,000 HOUSEHOLDS BENEFITED
> 9-18% AVERAGE INCREASE IN ANNUAL PRODUCTION
OUR IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND BIODIVERSITY

• > 2,250 - 3,600 INCREASED FLORA AND FAUNA SPECIES IN THE FOREST (1990 INVENTORY & 2010 INVENTORY)
HOW THIS SIPAT INITIATIVE WAS BEING SUSTAINED

- Each ILI or Indigenous community whom we worked with sustained the SIPAT Program
- SIPAT is their own technology, they own it, made it work and sustained it.
- SIPAT had become their way of life.
THE CHALLENGE OF UPSCALING IN THE CORDILLERA ADMIN REGION...

- MORE AND MORE ILI OR INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES FROM OTHER PROVINCES IN THE CORDILLERA ARE REQUESTING US TO UPSCALE AND REPLICATE THE SIPAT
WE NEED YOU TO BE PART & BE A PARTNER!

SUPPORT SIPAT OUR PROGRAM THROUGH THE FOLLOWING:

☑ Be a VOLUNTEER
☑ Be of TECHNICAL ADVISOR
☑ Be a Fund Donor

Please contact us:

KAMICYDI OFFICE
Dananao Lacnog, Tabuk, 3800 Kalinga Philippines or 295 Payawal Subdivision, San Lorenzo, 3105 Gapan City
Tel. Nos. (+63906)9003570; (+63927)9877757; (+63918)470 0097
Email: kmcydkalinga@yahoo.com, don112768@yahoo.com

THANK YOU & MABUHAY!